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Belém & llha de Marajó 

 

 
 

Suggested Itinerary: 5 Days /4 Nights 
 

Day 1- Belém 
 

Arrival in Belem, transfer from Airport to selected hotel. 
Accommodation at standard room with breakfast included.  Rest 
of the day at leisure. Overnight. 

 
Day 2- Belém / llha do Marajó 

 
Early departure from the hotel and shuttle to Belem Port. Board 
on a river transportation boat (regional ship with capacity of up 
to 650 passengers) heading to Camara Port (duration: 03 
hours). Upon arrival, board in an acclimatized vehicle 
(microbus) heading to the city of Soure, crossing  River 
Paracauarion a motor ferry that takes about 10 minutes. Arrival 
and check in at inn or hotel. Lunch time free. In the afternoon, 
visitors travel by car to Born Jesus Farm to contemplate the 
waterlogged fields and buffalos herd. Ecological trail with 
appreciation of the local fauna and chance of observing several 
types of birds (eagles, herons, loon buries,etc.) besides some 
wild animal species such as capybaras and sloths, as well as 
one of the symbolical animal of the region: the Guara Bird. 
Departure from the farm at sunset heading to "Dona Raimunda" 
to appreciate the famous Tacaca (not included).Overnight. 
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Day 3- llha do Marajó 

 
In the morning, departure from the inn to the beach for a rowboat 
ride crossing lgarapes and the typical mangroves vegetation 
ending in a desert beach for swimming. After that, follow to 
Pesqueiro beach and have free time to enjoy the place. Then, 
visitors go sightseeing in a city tour  around  Soure.  In this tour, 
the main attractions of the city are visited:  Downtown, 
Seashore,Port of Soure,the City Market,Consolação Church,Arte 
Mangue Marajó Craft House (Mr.Renaldo) and the Tannery (craft 
made with buffalo leather where you can see the whole 
production process). After that, visit to Pesqueiro beach for 
leisure, swimming and lunch (not included). Return to the inn / 
hotel at the end of the afternoon.  Night free. Overnight. 
*Rides might change according to tide variation. 

 
Day 4- llha do Marajó / Belem 

 
Morning free.Shuttle in acclimatized vehicle heading to 
Camara Port. Board on a river transportation boat to the 
Port of Belém (duration: 03 hours).Shuttle to the hotel. Rest 
of the day at leisure. Overnight. 
 
Day 5- Belem 
 
After breakfast, check out and transfer to the airport for departure  
flight. 
 
- End of Services –  

 
Important Information: 
 
-     The river transportation is a regional vessel owned and 

operated by the local transportation companies that 
manage the regular river crossing lines Belém / Marajó / 
Belém. The responsibility of the operation is solely borne 
by the river crossing companies under the Brazilian Navy 
regulations. 
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-     The structure available on Marajó island is rather rustic. 

There are not many options of hotels and organized 
excursions, which helps to preserve the island lifestyle, 
environment and local communities. 
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